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Provost candidate calls for training Edgar to make
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration eclitor
Gary Stark, candidate for
provost and vice president for
academic affairs. Monday
said he urges universities lo
keep
up
with
new
technological advances that
are facing coUeges today.
"Keeping
up
technologicaJly is a challenge
everyone is facing today and
il is a very expensive
challenge, but there is
absolutely no way we can
compete without it," Stark
said. "Technology is very
expensive to buy, but useless
without the appropriate
training and room left in
budgets for upgrades a nd
maintenance."
He also said he believes
many students today are more
advanced with computers
than faculty members.
"We as faculty and

administration need to get up
to speed," he said.
Stark also said he is
convinced of the value of the
Strategic Planning process.
He said he has worked at
universities that <lid not have
planning guidelines or sense
of direction and believes that
to be a cause of decreased
enrollmen1
in
some
situations.
''The process requires a
grea1 deaJ of effort and work,
but to appreciate il you must
see the outcome by means of
changes in c urri cul um or
other areas," Stark said.
Stark
aJso
said
international education and
stud y
abroad
a re
"tremendously important.''
"T believe very strongly in
providing
as
many
opportunities as possible,
especialJy those students
from Central Illinois th at
See PROVOST page 2

bu~getspeech

By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration eclitor

Gov. Jim Edgar will announce Eastem's fiscal year
1999 budget recommendation Wednesday during his
final annual budget address.
Edgar is scheduled to approve the proposed $2.8
miJlion budget increase made by the Illinois Board of
Higher P.ducation at noon in the capital.
In January, the IBHE recommended Eastern receive
the highest increase in new state monies among the 12
Illinois public universities for 1998-99.
With the recommendation, the IBHE approved a
fiscal year 1999 general funds increase recommendation
for Eastern of $2.8 million, which would raise the
university's total appropriated funds budget to
$44,707,800 beginning July 1. The Board of Trustees
originally asked for a $4.4 million increase last fall.
Eastern was recommended for the highest general
funds appropriation increase at 6.8 percent, with the next
largest increase of 6 percent going to Chicago State and
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Northeastern Illinois universities.
Gary Stark, a candidate fo r vice president for academic
Eastern officials are optimistic the governor will
affairs, answers a technology question during Monday
continue his four-year trend of fully funding state
afternoon i" the JlJ95 room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
universiliesand colleges.
"We are hoping for very good news," said Jill Nilsen,
special assistant to the president. "The governor has
been very good to us in the past years and we have been
very appreciative of his efforts."
Nilsen previously said the general funds increase
recommended
by the IBHE for Illinois public
dean, first rate teacher, and a fair turned it into a fairly nice program for
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
individual by fonner colleagues at the us. The program had j ust over 150 universities is 4.5 percent
The budget recommendation, if passed, would
University of Texas al Arlington.
students when he left so obviously he
provide
$99,200 to purchase new library materials once
The fourth candidate to interview
Thomas Porter, English professor at did a fine job."
for the position o f vice president for the University of Texas at Artington,
As associate dean of the College of renovations to Booth Library are completed. Funding
academic affairs, Gary Stark, was served above Stark as the dean of the Liberal Arts, Stark oversaw 35 to 40 for the $ 16.8 million Booth Library renovation project
described as a "very dedicated and goal liberal arts program through 1994.
graduate teaching assistants in the construction was approved in December during a special
oriented man" by past colleagues.
Porter described his relationship fields of foreign language, English, legislative session. For fiscal year J 998 , Edgar
Stark, the cur re nt dean of the with Stark as "cooperative."
history, philosophy and fine arts. He recommended Eastern receive $3.5 million, or 5.7
College o f Liberal Arts at the
"We worked very hard together." also worked in cooperation with the percent operational budget increase. The operational
budget covers all costs not included in the university's
University of Central A rkansas in Porter said. "He became assistant dean
See CANDIDATE page 2
fixed cost. The university's fixed cost includes deferred
Conway, Ark., was described as a fine of graduate humanities in 1986 and
maintenance, technology enhancements, heat, water,
~-----------,.----------------------------------'electricity bills and faculty and staff salaries.

Colleagues praise VPAA candidate

Predictions for six more weeks
of winter may not hold water
By JAIME HODGE
City editor

Do not believe the groundhog's
prediction that six more weeks of
winter is still in store: spring
wea1her will likely arrive in
Charles1on earlier than predicted.
"These are ... above average
tempera1ures. about like what i1
was in January. The warmth in
January has continued on through
February," said Dalias Price. local
weather observer.
The lowest temperature
Charleston experienced in
February was in 1958 when the
mercury dropped to a biting 21
degrees below zero, Price said. On
Feb. 16, 1997, temperatures
dipped co seven degrees below
zero.
"(In other years) we have had
temperatures as high as 72
degrees," Price said.

' '

I haven't seen the
outlook for March but
·I think the El Nino will
continue to assist in making
the weather milder more
into March."
- Dalias Price,
Local weather observer ..
Price said he expects that the
rainy spring weather will continue
through the month, predicting that
Charleston will be hit with more
precipitation a nd mild temperatures.
''In the next two to three days
I'm afraid we'll be au wet," Price
said. "It's one of those things that
lies around ever so slowly."
The rainfall measu red .36
inches Monday and Charleston

received .5 inches earlier last
week, Price <;aid. However, Lhe
weather has been preuy dry for
most of 1he mon1h so Price said he
welcomes the rain.
The warmer weather is unusuaJ
for February because there are still
snowbanks in southern Illinois
from the heavy snows the area
was blanketed with last week.
The tempera1ure Monday was
predicted to top off at 40 degrees
and started out at 22 degrees. Price
said. I nstead, temperatu res
reached 49 degrees around 5:30
p.m.
"l haven't seen the outlook for
March but I think the EJ Nino will
continue to assist in making the
weather milder more into March,"
Price said.
''For the next two to three days
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
we will not have really severe (From right) Kyla Anthony, a freshman art major, Julie Wedding, a
weather according to the long- senior English major, and Lizz. Lamphere, a freshman art education
range outlook."
major. jump in a puddle Monday morning in the Library Quad.

U.S. athletes grapple with strained Iranian relations
TEHRAN. Iran (AP)_ From a
distance, an American flag painted on the wall of a tall government buildi ng in Tehran looks
like it could be welcoming a U.S.
wrestling team, the most prominent group of Americans to visit
Iran since its 1979 revolution.
But a closer look reveals
skulls in place of stars, and the
red streaks of falling bombs in
place of stripes.
"We will never make up with
the United States even for a
mome n t," says a n inscription
underneath, summarizing nearly
two decades of hostility between
Iran and a country still known to

many here as the "Great Satan."
That resolve is one face of
Iran's Islamic Republic, set up
after the revolution ousted the
U.S.-backed shah. The other, of
relative tolerance, comes from
Iran's moderate president and
those who invited the team.
The wrestlers were scheduled
to arrive early Tuesday.
"If some sportsmen come
here, it has nothing to do with
(closer) government relations,"
Ayatollah Mohammad Yazdi,
Iran's top judge. said Monday,
echoing sentiments of a hard-line
faction in the government that
wants no strengthening of ties
with the United States.

But the invitation attracted
attention
after
President
Mohammad Khatami. in remarks
broadcast last month, encouraged
sports and cultural exchanges as
a means of improving understanding between people of the
two nations.
The remarks. telecast in Iran
and the United States, were
widely viewed as a diplomatic
opening by Khatami, a moderate
cleric elected in May 1997 on a
platform of pragmatic changes in
Iran.
Despite comparisons with the
ping-pong diplomacy that Jed to
improved relations between the
United States and communist

China in the J970s after decades
of estrangement, no one expects
a quick refastening of ties
between Tehran and Washington.
The United States severed
relations with Iran after Muslim
militams stormed the American
Embassy in Tehran months after
the 1979 revolution and held 52
Americans hostage for 444 days.
More than half of Iran's 60
million people are too young to
remember the revolution, and
many arc ready to put the past
behind them.
An opinion poll by Khatami's
office. published in newspapers
Monday, showed that 74 percent
of Iranians believed Khatami 's

call for better t ies with the
United States was "very necessary." Some 64 percent said it
"could lead to better or much
better ties."
No margin of error or sampling size were provided.
The American wrestling
team's visit highlights the nev.
attitude.
"This event should be seen for
what it is: a wrestling match
with some very interesting possibilities," said J oho Marks, head
of Washington-based Search for
Common G ro u nd, a private
group that promotes international
u nderstanding with the United
States.

European Union disapproves of Indonesian currency plan
BRUSSELS. Belgium (AP) _
T he head of the International
Monetary Fund warned Monday
that Indonesia's plan to peg its
battered currency to the U.S. dollar could ru in the country's
chances of economic recovery.
IMF Managi ng Director
Michel Camdessus said he told
President Suharto the fund's $43
billion rescue package for
Indonesia would be jeopardized if
the proposal to create a currency
board for the rupiah goes ahead.
"A currency board at thi s
moment in Indonesia would be
premature," Camdessus said after

meeting European Union finance
ministers.
"It is radical. strong medicine
_ when the patient is
very ill you could kill him with
this medicine:·
Camdessus• fears were echoed
by the EU ministers, who
unanimously agreed the time was
not right for Indonesia to try to
stabilize its currency by tying it
to the dollar.
"The IMF's attitude in the matter of the currency board is the
right one," said B ritain's
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Gordon Brown.

Criminal damages top
police reports
Police
R e port ing campus and cit)
crimes every T uesday and Friday

CAMPUS:
Jeffrey Easter, 25, of 1218
Division St., reported his black
GT Outpost mountain bike
missing at 1:24 a.m. S unday
from his residence, according
to a police report. The theft
occurred sometime between 8
a.m. Satu rday and l a. m .
Sunday and is valued at over
$300, the police report stated.
Alexis L. Smith, 19, of 606
Lawson Hall, reported the right
o u tsi de mirr or of her 1993
Cavalier Convertible broken
off on charges of criminal damage to property, a police report
stated. T he inciden t occurred
between 5 p.m. F eb . 10 a nd

The
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10:30 a.m. Feb. 12 in the Ninth
Street parking lot with damages
totaling $100, according to a
police report.

CITY:
• T ravis Foster, 19, of 770
Carman Hall, was cited at 5:08
a.m. Feb. 6 in the 200 block of
N. Fifth S t reet fo r driving
under the influence, minor consumption of alcohol and possession of false identification,
according to a police report.
•Joseph Nixon. 19, of 505 N.
Division St., was cited at 12:01
a.m. Tuesday at his residence
for aggravated battery, aggravated assault, resisting arrest,
and theft under $300.
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particular regard to the Asian
situation.··
EU ministers continued to play
down the Asian crisis· potential
for upsetting Europe's economic
reco\'ery.
'The effect will be rather limited," said Dutch Finance
Minister Gerrit Zalm.
The EU's executive body, the
European Commission, said the
Asian crisis could shave 0.2 of a
percentage point off EU economic growth this year.
According to the commission's
estimates. that would still see
the EU economy growing by 2.8

CANDIDATE
chairs of the above mentioned
departments.
'This was not an easy task,"
Porter !.aid. "Department chairs
typically have their own agenda
and are not easy to cooperate
with. He also did this on a very
inadequate budget."
Porter called Stark a "first rate
individual" and said he had a
good reputation with students.
"Dr. Stark was a very good

percent, its best yearly rate since
1994.
The EU expressed strong backing for the IMF's efforts to hold
the line in Asia, including the
$I 00 billion the fund has assembled to help South Korea,
Indonesia and Thailand overcome
the impact of plunging currencies
and stock markets.
On Indonesia, Camdessus said
he had told Suharto there was a
"very high risk" the IMF's executive board would intenupt the
financial help to Indonesia if the
plan to link the rupiah to the
dollar went ahead.

frompageone = = = =

dean who got along very well
with everyone." Porter said. "He
presents his case as he sees it
and I think students appreciate
that."
Stark left the University of
Central Arkansas on his own
free will to pursue bigger opportunities, Porter said.
.. 1 think he was ready to
under take a deanship of his
own." Porter said. "There are

two types of associate deans:
The first type is at the end of the
line and is not .going anywhere
and tlfey are Happy jtlsr wol'k'tng
in the dean's office. The second
type, which is the one that best
suits Dr. Stark, is the type that
wants co learn management style
and wants to move on to bigger
and better things. As long as he
doe~ th is, he has my full support."

PROVOST

from page one _ _ _ _ _ _,......,...,,._....,.....,_ _ _ _ _ __

have never Lraveled outside of
their own state," he said.
Stark said he believes the
provost position has many
responsibilities.
"The VPAA is to serve as a
leader for the en tire academic
d ivision, to be t he primary
spokesperson to and for faculty,
represent fac ulty interests and

managing budget and personnel
issues," he said.
He currently hold s the position of dean of the College of
Liberal Arts at the University of
Central Arkansas in Conway,
Ark.
He has a doctorate in modem
European history from Jo hn
Hopkins University, a master's

of modern European history
a lso from John H opki ns
University, and a bachelor 's in
i ntern ational relat ions from
Hamline University.
The provost position became
available when Terry Weidner,
current vice president for academic affairs, a nnounced his
plans to retire July 1.

African-American History
Month Essay Contest
Who: The Daily Eastern News
What: Is sponsoring an essay contest in conjunction with
African-American History Month
When: Entries are due by 4 p.m. Feb. 20

Ecitooai adviler........_ .._ ........- ......._ ..... John Rymi
PtJblications adviset
oa.id Reed
Pl9ss supeMSOr- -..... _____..Johmy ~
Office mgr ..._ .....- ...- ........ _ ..._ ..........Sara ScMepet
ctassffied Ad mgr · - -..·- - ---·--.MISSa Beel<
&bsct¢ona mgr .. . ...................... - .....-..Cheri Cooley

Why: To win prizes from businesses around Charleston

·---

All students are eligible to enter an essay for the contest. Essays

NIGHT STAFF
Night chlel ........... _.........

Brown served as chairman for
the meeting between Camdessus
and the 15 EU ministers. which
was called to discuss the fallout
from Asia's currency crash and
consider ways to prevent a repeat.
They agreed stricter banking regulations and greater openness in
economic policy decisions were
needed to keep governments and
markets informed of the dangers
of pending crises.
"There is a need for transparency (and) reform of banking
supervision." Brown said.
"This is something important
right across the world but with

Asst Rglll editor ..- .- ..........-....... .Raoheal carruthels
Asst nlghtadi>r.........- ......- -..· - -CMsWise
Copy desk......__......__• Deana Poole, Jilt Jedlowski

Where: Turn essays in to the newsroom at Buzzard Hall Room 1811

must be 500 words, typed and doubled spaced.

Good Luckl

Church reopens after renovations
By JAIME HODGE
City editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo edttor
(Far left)Greg Witto, a campus minister, and members of the Lutheran
studem fellowship stand next to a new pool table Monday night in the
Immanuel Lutheran student center. 1002 Cleveland. A Joos ball table,
a T. V., a V. C.R., a kitchen and a study room will be available in the
studem center. The cemer will open on Wednesday.

Immanuel Lutheran Church
members invite the public to join
in the festivities as it celebrates
its newly renovated student center
and church proper at a
Housewarming Party at 8 p.m.
Wednesday.
"It allows people to see a
lighter side of Christianity. Come
on down, check out our new
facilities and such, and meet us
and see what we're all about,"
said Greg Witto, director of youth
adult ministry at Immanuel
Lutheran Church.
"Our congregation is growing,
our campus students are becoming increasingly more involved
and \\e see this as a chance to
work together in ministry," Wino
said. "And we were running out
of space in our old building. We
do do a lot of social things, but
we also do Bible study and
speakers on contemporary sub-

jects."
Renovations began in March
1997 and ended with a dedication
ceremony Feb. J. Among the
newly renovated spaces are a
prayer vigil space, another fellowship space, a library, new
restrooms, a full service kitchen
and a computer Jab.
"(In) the church building ... we
upgraded all the utilities - new
air conditioning, electrical service, new data lines (and heating
services). We're wired for any
type of service you can imagine,"
Witto said. "In addition, we have
a new adminisLrative center and
new renovated education wing.
We have a full-time preschool."
The new student cen1er was
created from the pastor's former
house that was last lived in 12
years ago, Witto said.
Walls were removed from the
basic ranch house to open up the
2,000-square-foot area to provide
for a large recreation area and
pingpong and pool tables.

Renovations to the student
center cost $48,000 and renovations for the church proper
totaled $1.3 million, Witto said.
The facilities were becoming too
smaU as the congregation grew,
he said. Renovations were necessary to meet the new population
needs, Witto said.
The Immanuel Lutheran
Church bas been serving the
Charleston area since 1925 and
has 60 active members, Witto
said. It is a "town-gown ministry," Witto said.
The term means the church is a
campus ministry and a fuU-time
ministry as well. The church is
supported by the Lutheran
Church Missouri Fynod.
The renovations were paid for
by capital funding and pledges as
a new budgetary item for the
church. The student center
received a few grants to assist in
paying for the costs, including
one grant from the Lutheran
Women's Missionary League.

Eastern to take part in nationwide program on diversity
President Clinton heads program
to increase awareness of diversity
By AMY THON
Student government editor
A nationwide project headed
by President Bill Clinton will
be implemented at Eastern to
increase awareness of diversity
in America.
The Minority Affairs committee of Student Senate and
!}\e Y.n.i".erllit_y ~pa~d's Human
Pfltential Committee are joining
forces ro participate in
Clinton's "One America" project.
The project was initiated last

' ' This is something the
President took the initiative to write us and its
something we want to do."

semester by President Clinton
who sent a letter to a1l universities nationwide requesting their
participation in a project to
improve race relations, Student
Senate member Liz Halbert
said.
The goal of Clinton's project
as outlined in the letter is to
"make a stronger, more just and
more united America." Halbert
said.
"This diversity is one of our
greatest challenges and one of
our greatest opportunities;·
President Clinton stated in the

-Liz Halbert
Student Senate member
stormed ideas for the project
but are open to any suggestions.
The committee's ideas include
ho)ding a diversity rally to be
held in conjunction with
Cultural Fest. Another idea is to
have students sign a petition in
support of racial diversity.

Halbert said some of the
African American Heritage
Montb activities would qualify
for the project.
However, Halbert said
Student Senate and the UB
hope to create a project specifically for "One America."
"We wanted to think of one
project we could send in for
(One America)," Halbert said.
Halbert said they also plan to
send in clippings of tbe other
events that are being held on
campus to improve unity in
America.
"This is something lhe
President took the initiative to
write us and its something we
want to do;· Halbert said.

EIU looks to drain SIU in blood drive
LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Kicking off the fifth annual EIU/SIU Blood
Drive on a Monday was better than blood drive
organizers expected.
"Mondays are usually pretty slow." said Chris
Kiefer, president of the ElU Blood Drive
Cornmiuee. "But for a Monday we haven't been
doing too bad,"
In fach Eastern collected 90 units of blood.
A representative from Southern Illinois
University Thursday will report to Eastern the
results of their university's blood drive that took
place last week.
Eastern has beaten Southern in the last three
out of four years.
Kiefer attributed the success to the local community's strong support for the blood drive.
Kiefer said be believes that many people have
heard about the the blood drive. but his goal is to
increase involvement of greek organizations.
"We are trying to hit the greek (community)

really hard,'' Kiefer said. "Greeks have a strong
history. We like to keep the ties wich them."
Kiefer said that the blood drive organizers are
happy with the donations of anyone.
A new type of donation is in effect today and
Wednesday in Taylor HalJ. This type of blood collection is called apheresis.
Apheresis is a process that collects only
platelets from the blood. Platelets are beneficial
mainly co cancer patients who are being treated
with chemotherapy, Kiefer said.
During apheresis. the donor's blood is taken
intravenously and circulated through a machine.
Platelets are taken out of the whole blood and the
rest of the blood is recycled back into the donor,
Kiefer said.
Blood donations are being accepted at
Stevenson and Thomas halls from I to 7 p.m.
today through Wednesday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Thursday and Friday.
Apheresis donations are being accepted in
Thomas Hall Wednesday by appointments made
in Thomas Hall early today.

Correction

IKUYA KURATA/Photo edttor

An article in Monday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News incorrectly reported the day '"China
in the 21st Century" will be held.

The two-part symposium will be held
Wednesday.
The News regrets the error.
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Domini/ Graven, a junior business and accounting major, puts on a
happy face, while donating blood Monday afternoon in the Stevenson
Hal/ lobby.
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Eastern, Southern
rivalry puts new
twist on blood drive
I

t's that time of year again for Eastern students to do something for humanity. While
doing their part to save lives, students can also
take part in a little state school rivalry.
The fifth annual Eastern vs. Southern
Illinois University - Carbondale blood drive
began Monday.
·This year's blood drive is being held in
Stevenson and Thomas
Halls from i to 1 p.m.
Monday through
Wednesday and from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday and Friday.
The marketing device this blood drive has
utilized has proven to be successful the past
four years. To help motivate students to
donate blood the EIU and SIU blood drive
committees have introduced rivalry to the
donation arena.
Not only are students helping save lives by
donating just one pint of blood, but now they
are fighting to win the battle against SIU.
The rivalry between Eastern and Southern
has proven favorable to Eastern for the past
three years. Eastern students have repeatedly
donated more blood than Southern despite
Southern having more students.
Regardless of the motivator, the truly
important goal is to give blood. By spending a
few minutes donating blood, donors can add
years to a recipient's life.
This year Eastern students have the option
of donating platelets, or apheresis. This form
of donation seems to be easier on the donor.
For students who don't like the fact that
giving blood may cause dizziness, nausea and
light headedness. apheresis may be a good
option.
Apheresis is an important form of blood
donation. Cancer patients utilize the donated
platelets when their numbers get low because
of treatments.
Apheresis will only be offered in Thomas
Hall today and Wednesday. Anyone wanting
to donate platelets must make an appointment
by calling 1-800-GIVEBLOOD or making an
appointment at Thomas Hall.
Every ·student that can donate, should
donate. It's the least students can do to help
save a life.

Edi.tort· al

''today's quote
The savings of many in the hands of

one.
-Eugene Victor Debs

O

K. so America is far from
perfect. Afcer all. we do live
in a land where a lhirtysome-yearold school teacher had sexual relations and gives birth to a 14-yearold boy's baby, a Unabomber
sends ex.plosive packages through
the mail, a teenager opens fire on a
Kentucky school, an English KRISTOPHER JONES
nanny is given time served afcer Guest columnist
serving nine months for the
manslaughter of an infant and a
Texas woman, who was working
on turning her life around, is put on death row for the murder
of two people but serial killer Charles Manson still lives.
Need, I say more about our society or justice system?
Yet on the ironic side of all this; we have a president, a person most of us look up to to help restore some kind of morals
and norms for our troubled society, who is being investigated
for two federal offenses: perjury and obstruction of justice.
How stupid does our American political system look now?
Should there be a person out there who has not beard
about the president's latest scandal, I will give you a quick
summary accounting for all the nonsense that has been plastered all over the media lately.
Monica Lewinsky, a former White House intern, was tape
recorded by her so-called friend Linda Tripp saying that she
had an alleged affair with President Clinton. President
Clinton denied all allegations and allegedly told Miss
Lewinsky to keep quiet of the affair. Now an investigation
which puts Lewinsky. her closest friends and family on trial
and at the center of a media circus could lead to a possible
impeachment of the president in the future.
Because I am an American, I believe that a person is innocent until proven guilty, but things don't really look too good
for Clinton. His shady dealings from the past have caught up
with him and put him in the present situation he is in today.
What's really sad is that there are so many other issues
that our country should be focusing on such as the possibility
of war with Iraq, crime, drugs. education, health care reform,
the environment and unemployment. However, we are focusing too much of our time on whether President Clinton will
become the second president to be impeached.
For a man who is always lecturing the American public
about morals, it is my opinion that President Clinton doesn't

News' sports staff
needs to support
teams all the time
To the editor:
As students and athletes at
Eastern Illinois University, it
becomes very discouraging when
reading our school newspaper. The
journalistic tactics and intent displayed by columnists in the sports
section frequently criticize our successful and unsuccessful sports
teams in a very negative manner.
When reading these types of articles, the enthusiasm toward supporting these teams lessens.
The student body and others see
these attacks against our own athletic programs and think that they need
not support such teams, when in
reality our school newspaper should
attempt to support student and athletic activities. As athletes, we can't
take articles like these. which are so
blatantly non-supportive and negative, and show them to members of

ha"e loo many of his own. What
kind of example is he setcing for
the American public.especially for
those who were kicked out of the
military for sexual harassment. If
chese people should have to leave
their posts in disgrace, President
Clinton should too if he is guilty
of the crimes he is accused of
committing. It's al.most as if he is
advocating this kind of behavior
for high-ranked officials.
Yet, we must remember one
thing. Not only are we the victims of Clinton's latest scandal,
but Hillary and Chelsea are victims as well. Remember
President Clinton said his vows to Hillary in front of God
and now we have at least three women: Paula Jones,
Gennifer Flowers and Lewinsky who have stories about the
president being unfaithful to his wife. In a society in which
marriage slowly seems to be dying due to partner's being
unfaithful, I don't see where the president has tried to give
the word marriage any meaning. And to think Hillary has
stood by his side throughout everything. She, in my opinion,
is one strong woman and his daughter must be strong too
having to go away to college and face what's going on wich
her father through comments made by her peers.
What hurts the most is chat I feel Clinton has the ability
to help turn a troubled America around. He does, after all,
rank high in polls conducted toward president popularity and
be has made some great strides toward bettering our society.
Yet. if he has done wrong. I think he must pay and leave
office.
Please don't take my column or me as something or
someone who has a low opinion of America. After all, this is
che land of the brave and the home of the free. It is and forever will be my country, however, I will not sit here and pretend that everything is peachy keen. The next time you go to
the polls, I strongly advocate chat you think about and carefully choose the candidate in which you are going to mark
down. For America to change, we need a strong leader. A
Leader who doesn't have skeletons in his closet that will
haunt the American people and effect the political system at
a later date.

"Not onlv are
we the victims
ofClintons
latest scandal,
but Hillary and
Chelsea are
victims as
well."

- Kristopher Jones is senior speech communication major
and guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

which are being insulted by our own
reporters here at Eastern.
the community, friends, and family
members and say "Our school supports us." It is one thing to be a critic and completely different when
criticism of our teams becomes an
arena for which co sling insults, rude
statements and continuously misquote athletes in an attempt for
humor.
We, as students, fell journalists as
EIU need to assess the intentions in
their articles. Can you honestly say
you are proud to insult your own
school's athletic teams? Not all
writers at The Daily Eastern News
have written in the manner in which
we speak of. and we thank those of
you along with the fans who have
shown their support to the EIU
teams through good times and bad.
The intenrion of this leuer 1s not to
tell people what they can or can· t
write or what is nght· or wrong, but
merely express the feelings of the
athletic teams and participants

Eastern's women's
softball and basketball teams

Letters policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international
issues.
They should be Jess than 250
words and include the author's
name, telephone number and
address. Students must indicate their
year in school and major. Faculty,
administration and staff should indicate their position and department.
Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints,
we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible.

Douglas
in
jail
until
sentencing
Charleston
city
council
.es

Judge denl

·

be
•
bail

ffiOtlOn tO
Set free On
By JAIME HODGE
Cit\ editor

Marcus Douglas of Mattoon

was denied the right to be set free
on bail until his sentencing.
Douglas ' attorney. Nancy
made the motion Friday for
Douglas, 24, recommending that
be be put on home confinement
d!rough use of an electronic moni~·en,

IOr.

Douglas's girlfriend. Julia
Matheny, and his mother, Susan
Douglas, were called by Owen in
an attempt lo demonstrate that
Douglas was not a flight risk.
Owen pointed out that in the time
Douglas was free on bond from

Jm1. 6. 1997, to Fe~. 6 he had not
posed a threat to society.
State's Attorney Steve Ferguson
said Douglas could be con..,idered a
flight risk in lieu of his facing a
minimum 20-yearsentence.
"I certainly think that when
someone is facing 20 years in
prison that that is certainly an
incentive (to flee)," Ferguson said.
"If someone is bound and determined to go they can be long gone
(before they are detected by an
electronic monitor). Even a.<; good
as electronic confinement can be, it
can be as much as an hour before
the violation is discovered, or
somewhere between 30 and 60
minutes. assuming it gets noted
right away."
Judge Ashton Waller agreed
with Ferguson and denied Owen's
motion to release Douglas until his
sentencing.
" J think it was an appropriate
decision in light of his conviction

fo~ first-degree murder," Ferguson
said.
Douglas is one of three men
accused of murdering Shane
Ellison of Manoon on Jan. 4, 1997.
Thomas Drum, 24. of Mattoon,
was convicted of first-degree murder and wa~ sentenced in January
to 20 years in prison. Charles
Orum, 27. of Mattoon, will stand
trial for bis alleged part in the murder March I 0.
Ferguson, who stood in for prosecutor Ed Parkinson. said he will
not be recommending a sentence to
be sought by Parkinson and that he
was happy with Douglas' conviction.
"The sentence is not determined. That's going to be
(Parkinson's) decision to make,"
Ferguson said. "He's well aware of
the facts of the case and the sentence imposed on Tom Drum, so I
think he'll make an appropriate
recommendation to the coun."

to discuss pool study
Charleston City Council
members Tuesday will discuss
a recommendation to perform
an in-house engineering study
of Charleston's swimming
pools.
The council will meet at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Municipal Building.
City officials recommend
that an in-house engineering
study of the city's public
swimming pool complex be
performed to assess the existing facilities.
Th e assessment will
include the condition of the
structures, utility and treatment systems as well as make
recommendations for future,
planned program improve-

ments to maintain the facility.
The council also will discuss:
• Authorizing and approving
the request for bids in purchasing Water and Treatment
Plant and Wastewater Treatment
Plant chemicals.
• Authorizing and approving
che request for bids to obtain
both water system materials
for use by Charleston's Utility
Department.
• A $200 consulting fee to
update and refine the Charleston
Tourism website.
• The upgrading of 11
Charleston Police Department
portable radi os and rel ated
equipment.
-staff report

Jury to decide fate of Naval cadet
FORT WORTH. Texas (AP) Jurors began deliberating
Monday on whether former
Naval Academy midshipman
Diane Zamora was a sociopath
who killed a teen-age romantic
rival or a helpless bystander
manipulated into confessing.
Defense
attorney
John
Linebarger told jurors in his closing argument that Zamora's thenfia nce. David Graham, was
responsible for the killing of 16year-ol d Adrianne Jones.
Linebarger described Graham. a
former Air Force Academy cadet,
as a "macho G.l. Joe" who dominated"2amora and ~n;uaded'her
ro tike the bl~ -........._
'There is no evidence to suggest that Miss Jones was hit over
the head with anything but the
butt of a gun (that) we know was
in the hands of David Graham.
not Diane Zamora," Linebarger
said. "She didn't help. She didn't
assist. It was David Gniham."
Zamora and Graham are
accused of killing Miss Jones. of
Mansfield. in December 1995,
because the girl had u one-umc
fling wqh Graham. They were
seniors in high school at the time.
Both graduated with honors and
earned prestigious spob in military academies the next year.
The) were arrested in
September 1996 v.hen Zamora's

academy roommates reported she
had admnted to the killing.
If convicted of capital murder.
Zamora. 20, would
automatically receive a life sentence because prosecutors opted
not to seek the death penalty. She
would be eligible for parole in 40
years.
Assistant prosecutor Michele
Hartmann opened her closing
arguments by telling jurors that
Zamora acted as "judge. jury and
executioner" by helping Graham
kill Miss Jones.
"'Shoot her! She's not dead
yet! Just do it. Shoot her, kill
her. shoot her'' Tho.,se, are the
words of' Diane Zamora,"
Hartmann yelled at jurors, repealing part of the confession Zamora
gave to police and later recanted.
Hartmann repeatedly reminded
jurors that a defense
psychologist testified last week
that Zamorn scored high on a test
for p}schopathic deviancy
"She's a sociopath She·s lied
all ot her life. Don't let her trick
you," Hartmann said.
State Judge Joe Drago opened
proceedings ~londay b) telling
jurors that in addition lo capital
murder. the) also could consider
lesser charges of kidnapping,
a -.ault and fabe impri onmem.
Absent from the hst \\as noncapital murder. It carnes a penal-

ty of five to 99 years in prison;
the defendant becomes eligible
for parole after serving 30 years.
Defense attorneys objected to
the omission. Prosecutor Mike
Parrish said he wanted jurors to
consider only capital murder, a
murder committed with another
felony. because the evidence
didn't support the lesser charge.
In separate interviews with
police, Graham and Zamora gave
similar stories about drl\ ing Miss
Jones to a remote lake. where
Zamora hit the girl with a weight
and Graham shot her as she tried
to flee.
·In his clo!>ing Monday. defense
anorney Dan Gandy attacked
accounts by several witnesses
who testified during the twoweek
trial that Zamora confessed to
them.
"The statements don't add up.
they are not consistent with each
other and are not consistent with
physical evidence at the scene,"
Gandy !-.aid.
Prosecutors countered by
repeatedly lbting all of the witnesses whose te:.tirnony contradicted Zamora's.
"She tried to I ie to you. She
tried to con you." said kad
pro,ecutor Mike Parri h.
Graham w-ill be tried later thi!.

year.

Film documents study about diversity
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Picking flowers
Noriko Fujiwara. a senior environmental biology major; cuts a dead
stalk off a lily Monday morning in the greenhouse. Fujiwara is a vol-

Taylor Hall Council is sponsoring a panel discussion lilied "Brown Eyes. Blue Eyes" at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the Taylor Hall Lobby.
This discussion will address the subjects of
diversity and discrimination in America today.
"Blue Eyes," a film documenting a study in an

Iowa school, also will be shown. "Blue Eyes''
shows a teacher who divided up her students by
the color of their eyes.
All students are welcome and admission is
free.
- staff report
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Irish, British may bar Sinn Fein Discoveries question
from Northern Ireland peace talks the first immigrants
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) British and Irish leaders
anguished
Monday over
whether to eject the IRA-allied
party from Northern Ireland's
peace talks after two killings
blamed on the Irish Republican
Army.
Britain's Northern Ireland
secretary urged that Sino Fein
be barred from the talks as punishment.
Sino Fein leader Gerry
Adams appeared furious after a
dayloog debate with the two
governments and the talks'
chairman. former U.S. Sen.
George Mitchell, behind closed
doors at Dublin Castle.
"We're trying to make this
thing work." Adams told
reporters. "People who have no
interest in trying to make it
work have seized on two men
being killed to try to bring this
process down."
Britain's Northern Ireland
secretary. Mo Mowlam. presented a one-page paper

Monday calling for Sinn Fein of the seven participating parties Tuesday, "and then the
to be expelled.
The talks, which began in governments will make up their
June 1996 and are supposed to minds - however long that takes
conclude by May, are seeking I don't know." Mowlam added:
to find a way to govern "There is no question of a difNorthern Ireland acceptable to ference between us and the
both its pro-British Protestant Irish."
Northern Ireland's police
majority and Catholic minority.
All participants must observe a chief said last week that the
formal renunciation of violence IRA killed Robert Dougan. a
authored by Mitchell or risk member of the north's major
expulsion.
pro-British paramilitary group.
Irish Prime Minister Bertie the Ulster Defense Association.
Ahern. speaking to reporters as well as a drug dealer.
Monday alongside Mowlam, Brendan Campbell.
dismissed speculation that his
In Belfast on Monday. three
government didn't support the men from the Catholic west
British push for expelling Sinn side were charged with
Dougan's murder. The three
Fein.
Ahern said it was "regret- were not charged with IRA
table" but necessary that the membership.
Sinn Fein was allowed into
search for a compromise in
Northern Ireland was being the peace talks last September
sidelined by lengthy debate in exchange for an IRA ceaseover Sinn Fein's right to stay at fire. An IRA statement
Thursday said its 7-month-old
the table.
Ahern said Mitchell was truce was intact but did not
expected to call a full session deny killing either man.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The and when it happened.
once neat and tidy picture of how
'1'he last two years have been
people first migrated to the new an extremely exciting time of disworld has been thrown into tur- covery in the study of the first
moi I by discoveries that push Americans," he said.
A dwelling site in Moote
back the time of the first arrivals
by thousands of years.
Verde, in southern Chile. bas been
Discoveries of ancient skele- accepted by most scientists as the
earliest confirmed place of sustons. dwelling sites. language
histories and genetic evidence all tained human habitation in the
suggest that Asians migrated new world. It has been dated to
across the Bering Straits in suc- 12,500 years ago.
By some estimates. it would
cessive waves over thousands of
years and then fanned out into have taken more than 6,000 years
for people to have journeyed by
North and South America.
Gone is the idea that Asians stages from the Bering Straits to
came across the Bering land Monte Verde. That means the
bridge in a major migration peopling of America started as
10,000 to I 1.000 years ago and early as 20.000 years ago, said
first settled at a site near Clovis. Tom Dillehay, a University of
Kentucky researcher who first
N.M.
"We know now there were at excavated Monte Verde.
He said there is some evidence
least three or four different waves
of migration," Dennis Stanford of that people may have lived in
the Smithsonian Institution said Chile as early as 33.000 years
Monday at a meeting of the ago.
American Association for the
"I think there may haave been
Advancement of Science. "But a steady stream of people coming
there really is not a consensus across from Asia from very
among the researchers about how early." Dillehay said.

Supreme Court Justice cautiously approves expert advice
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Supreme
Court Justice Stephen Breyer on Monday
cautiously endorsed a movement among
judges to appoint neutral experts to help
them sort through contentious scientific
evidence, but he cautioned against overdoing the practice.·
A few judges, daunted by cases hinging
on highly technical scientific issues and

sometimes clouded by dubious expert
testimony. have named independent
experts to help separate solid
evidence from junk.
Breyer told a meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science he welcomed the organization's
offer of a pilot program to help federal
judges find neutral experts. However, in a
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f o r
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appointment
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news conference after his speech, Breyer
cautioned against making too much of his
comments on outside scientific help.
"That isn't a cure-all. and it can't be
used widely," he said.
The AAAS program will begin as soon
as the organization finishes securing a
foundation grant to pay for it. It will run
for five years.

Deborah Runkle. a senior program associate who will run the
project, said she expects it will be used in
12 to 20 cases.
"Judges will probably use this in cases
that are out of the
ordinary, where they don't think the normal means of getting scientific expertise is
helpful," she said.
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Plane crash kills 196 Barge causes fires on oil platform
aboard, 9 on ground
TAIPEI, Ta iwa n (A P) - A
China Airlines jet trying to land
in fog crashed in a country neighborhood Monday, knocking I.be
roofs off houses before skidding
into a rice paddy and exploding in
flames.
Authorities said all 196 aboard
and nine people on the gro und
were killed.
Firefighters went house to
house in the blackened neighborhood, putting out the flames licking doors and windows and
~hing for survivors.
Searchlights illuminated a life
raft from the Airbus A-300,
wrapped around a broke n uee
stump. Seats from the plane were
scauered in the dirt, one with a
body trapped beneath it
China Airlines said lhe dead
among the 182 passengers and 14

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - A
barge smashed into an offsho re
oil platfonn in stormy weather in
the Gulf of Mexico Monday.
starting fires on both and injuring
five workers, the Coast Guard
said.
The blaze was quickly extinguished on the barge, but fire
continued to burn on the platform. The injured workers were
ferried to hospitals in Louisiana.
The barge, being pushed by a

crew members included lhe governor of Taiwan's Central Bank
and other key financial officials;
many Taiwanese families returning from vacations in Bali; and
four Americans. Victims on the
ground included a 2-month-old
baby.
,
Witnesses said the airliner hit
hundreds of yards short of the
runway at Chiang Kai-shek airport, 25 miles west of Taipei. It
tore through the second floors of
homes strung along a highway
before '> liding to a stop in flames.
"I heard a blast, and was
scared to death. Parts of the house
started to fall down," -;aid Chen
Ah-mei, who had to crawl out of
the ruins of her home on her
hands and knees. She and her
husband were being treated at a
hospital.
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Nine workers were on the tug
and barge; three suffered smoke
inhalation in putting out the fire.
The two other injuries were a
broken band and a broken leg. It
was not immediately known
whether those workers were on
the barge or platform.
Coast Guard Petty Officer
India Roderick said it was too
foggy for helicopters to reach the
scene, but that a cutter made it
quickly.

Would-be teachers fail basic test
WASH INGTON (AP )
Virginia's governor, James S.
Gilmore, meant to shock his
audience this month when he
reported that as many as onethird of would-be teachers in the
state flunked a national test of
basic reading. writing and mathematics.
lf it was bad new s for

.

'

tug, hit the platform about I :45
p.m.. 15 miles south of the mouth
of the Mississippi River off
Southwest Pass.
The fire on lhe platform forced
all six crewmen to evacuate -two
on a commercial helicopter that
was on the platform and four in
an escape capsule which they
launched into the Gulf.
The capsule was picked up
quickly by a passing boat and all
aboard were uninjured.

Virginia, it was worse for the
nation.
Virginia has the country's highest cutoff score for the Praxis I,
used in 20 states to screen
teacher college candidates and
beginning teachers . Scarcely
more than half the students who
took the test nationwide would
have made the Virginia cut.

''Virginia students would be
doing much better than the
national average," said Charlotte
Solomon, in charge of the Praxis
exam inations
for
the
Educational Tes ting Service, a
private company that supplies
the tests to states. "It begs the
ques tion of whether it's good
enough."

Opposition to bombing Iraq gaining ground in Washington
WASHI!\GTON ( AP)
Oppos ition to bombing Iraq is
gaining ground as Congress
struggles over how far it should
go in supporting military action.
Catholics and Protestants, former
military and intelligence officers.
longtime anti-war groups and
Arab Americans say air attacks
would do little more than kill
Iraqis.
Opponents are scattered across
the political spectrum. Some
insist the bombing wouldn't go
far enough, including conserva-

!

I )

tive Republicans on Capitol Hill
who be lieve the ultimate goal
should be to remove Saddam
Hussein from power.
Others fear a U.S . attac k
would go too far, killing thousands of innocent Iraqi civilians,
destroying Mideast peace effons,
and bypassing Congress in making war on anolher nation- all to
punish the Iraqi president.
Rep. Lee Hami lton, D-Ind.,
one of the capital's most respected foreign affairs voices, said he
backs Clinton's Iraqi policy but
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doesn't think force would diminish the threat of Iraq's weapo ns
or its ability to threaten its neighbors.
"The administration. I think,
has a very heavy responsibility
now to articulate with very great
precision what our purposes are
in Iraq;• Hamilton told Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright. who
trooped to Capitol Hill nearly
every day last week to talk about
Iraq.
To bolster support, President
Clinton plans a speech Tuesday

IZ
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at the Pentagon to make the ca-;e
for why the United States may
launch air strikes on suspec ted
chemical. biological and nuclear
weapons making sites in Iraq,
which Saddam has ruled off limits to U.N. inspectors. His foreign
policy team, including Albright.
Defense Secretary William
Cohen and National Sec urity
Adviser Sandy Berger, will hold
town hall meetings this week in
Ohio and Tennessee, too.
The one thing bombing opponents and proponents have in
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common
.,.. ith Clinton is abhorrence of
Saddam, who had ag'reed after
the 1991 Persian Gulf War to
allow U.N. inspections to ensure
he didn't rebuild his nonconventional war machine.
Those feelings initially translated into strong congressional
support for Clinton. But support
wavered last week, with
Republicans and Democrats raising questio ns about what an
airstrike could accomplish and at
what cost.
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Wanted

Services Offered

For Rent

Roommates

Announcements

For Rent

PEOPLE NEEDED TO APPEAR
in National Beauty & Fitness
Magazines! No entry lees! For
info call 345-9555.

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348-n46
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _5/4

FALL 4, 3. 2 BEDROOM HOUSES, 2/3 bedroom apartments.
Close
campus
348·5032.
_ _ to
__
__
__ __

NEEDED TWO FEMALE ROOM·
MATES one for only fall semester
98 the other for all year. Call
Virginia@ 581·2359.

DISNEY COLLECTORS JACKET
(new) Baseball style $35 Lg size
345-5798.

------~------'2117

Make Money

DELUXE 2 BEDROOM APART·
MENT. Close to campus, quiet,
non-smoker. $225 plus utilities
348-0979.

~~---~---·2120

CASH LOANS 345-3623. Buy.
sell, trade . Jewelry, Guns,
Diamonds. Gold, Coins, T. V's,
VCR, Stereos: also buy. sell adult
movies, toys , and noveltles.
Coles County Pawn.

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS .
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _.5/4
LEASING FOR FALL: 1,2, AND 3
BEDROOM furnished apts. No
pets. Call for Appl. 345-7286.

FOUND: WOMAN'S WATCH ON
FEB 11 in Physical Science
Building. Identify In Psych Dept.
Rm 119 or call 581·2127.
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ .2119

NORWEST FINANCIAL INFOR·
MATIONAL MEETING. 18th 7·8
p.m. room 27 Lumpkin. Seeking
business students for Chicago
land
area.
_ _
_ __ _ _ _ _,2118

Travel

CASH LOANS 345·3623 BUY·
SELL-TRADE Jewelry, Guns.
Diamonds, Gold, Coins, T. V's,
VCR, Stereos; also buy. sell adult
movies. toys , and novelties.
Coles County Pawn.

.~4

RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS TO
MARKET/MANAGE Citibank promotions on campus . Make your
own hours. No travel. Earn
$400+/wk. Call 800-932-0528 ext.
117.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _.2118

SPRING BREAK COMING-Need
extra cash? Sell Avon. Call 3454197 or235-1544.
_ _ _ _ __ __ _2/.23
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000 Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application. Call 1·
800·932·0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
_ _ __ __ _ _ _2118

Help Wanted
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESI DENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOPME NTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts available.
Flexible schedullng also avail·
able. No experience necessary.
Paid t raining Is provided.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries. 825 18th
Street, Charleston 11 61920
E.0.E.

For Rent
NICE, CLOSE TO CAM PUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease, no pets. Call 345-3148.

5/4

/li.
'"'"')-J:-:A""'tLAB-.,.-:=.,-LE=-=F""'O'='R-=F'",...,
"AlL,.....,....98-.-ONE.
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000

---------~5/4

CRUISE & LAND TOUR
EMPL OYMENT- Earn
to
$2000/month. Free world travel
(Europe, Caribbean, etc.) Our
service recommended by US
News/World Reports. (919)933·
1939. ext. C221 .

_ _ _.5/4

THREE & FOUR BEDROOM
house & apartments, close to
campus. Call 345-6621
_ __ _ _ __ ___5/4

---------~313

FOR RENT: large 2 bedroom
apartments, close to campus, fur·
nished, laundry facilities, central
air. For 3 or 4 people. Call 349·
8824 (9-5) or leave a message.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Eam to
$3,000/month in fisheries, parks,
resorts. Airfare! Food/Lodging!
Our service recommended by US
News/World Reports . (919)933·
1939, ext.______
A221 .
___
_,313
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
Forests, Beach Resorts , Dude
Ranches , Rafting Companies,
Nationwide openings. Call
(919)933-1939. ext R221 .

_____ _______313

NATIONAL PARK/ OUTDOOR
SUMMER JOBS-Work in the
Great Outdoors. Forestry, Wildlife
Preserves, concessionaires .
Firefighters & more. Competitive
wages + benefits. Ask us howl
517-324-3112.

----------........:~

~--------·2124

---------~319
NEW
AD!!! Furnished basement
efficiency. 6 blocks nort h of
Hardees. $215 per month plus
utilibes. Laundry and parking. 12
or 10 month lease. Available Fall
or Summer '98. 345·6666.
---------~319

FALL 98 1 AND 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. Quiel neighbor·
hood, close to campus. Seniors
and graduate students. 345·
7678.
_ __ __ _ __ _.5/4

-----~~--·2119

1,2,3 bedroom apts. Close to
campus. Call for avl!ilability. Old
Towne Mgt. 345-6533
5/4

APARTMENTS 2 or 3 bedroom
for 2·3 91rls. some with utilities.
Call CAMPUS RENTALS 345·
3100 between 3·9 p.m.

NISHED ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT phone and cable. NO
PETS and NO PARTIES. 345·

VERY NICE I BR, FURNISHED
close to campus bungalow for 2
people. $235/PP. 12 mo lease, no
pets. Call 345-3148.

O
~
N-=
E--:B~E~D
~R
~O
~O
-:M-~
UN-FUR·

HELP WANTED FOR 27 YR OLD
DISABLED MALE i n ,C:harteston.
No experience nel!Hsary. !f':"'
hrs/day. Feb 16·28 . Bathing,
dressing, & toileting required . $6
per/hour. Contact Mike Jones
345-5822.
------~-_,2/19
WAITRESS WANTED part time .
Apply in person after 4 p.m ..
Paglials Pizza. 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.

:-::~-------2/27
NEW AD!l! Furnished 1400
square foot 4 bedroom, 1 3/4
bath, living room, 6 blocks north
of Hardees. $800 per month plus
utilities. Laundry and parking. 12
or 10 month lease available. Fall
or Summer '98. 348-1866.

NO LEASE, FREE FOOD, utill·
ties, laundry and own room.
$400/month. 345· 1284. Nonsmoking female. Available now.
----~----2/.18
AVAILABLE FALL '98 3 houses.
A 6 bedroom 2 balh, $725. A 7
bedroom 2 bath, $725. A 2 bedroom cottage, $380. 345-4487,
leave message.

FOR RENT; Large 3 bedroom
house. close to campus, trash
pick up provided. For 4 or more
people. Call 349·8824 (9·5) or
leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2119

6759.

514

MAC~RTHUR MANOR APART·

~--------2117

1427 9TH ST- 5BR/5 person Apt:
$195/person- 10 month lease. 2
BR/2 person Apt: $185/person12
345-4853.
_ _ lease.
__ _
__ _,2/19
_ month

The Daily Eastern News

SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOING!I! Cancun. Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Group dis·
counts & Free Dnnk Parties! Sell
5 & go free! Book Now II
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1·800-2347007 http://www.endtesssummertours.com

- - - - '_ _ _ _ _ _316

For Sale
DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Break away to the hottest aclton
in Aorida. Where guys meet girts•
One of the newest motels on the
ocean. AAA-rated, beach volley·
ball, pool and wet bar oplln 24
hours. B.Y.O.B· STUDENTS only!
Call
1 ·800·682-0919.
http://www.daytonamotel.com.

~---------316

·-----~----'514

~-----~---316

-

(

;

1

SUblessors

...

Annbuncements , ·

COULOIR SKI JACKET: Gift that
has never been worn. Awesome
jacket. Call 345-3321 .

~--~~~~~-2/18

CANON 210 BUBBLE JET
PRINTER Includes start up disks,
manual. New black ink cartridge
& power cord $100.

FURNISHED 1 BEDROOM avail·
able in May. One month free rent.
Close to campus . $255/month
348-6193
~--------·?117

~~-------·2120

~--------~2127

ACROSS

Name: _________________
Address: _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _

Personals
ALANNA DELGATIO OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Only 364 more
days! Love your Roommate for
life.

--------~2117
It pays to advertise in lhe Daily
Eastern News.

cam
PHI BETA SIGMA Domestic Violence Forum today at 7 p.m. in the
BGC House Common Area. A speaker from the Coalition Against
Domestic Violence will discuss their purpose and answer questions.
PHI BETA-smD S~r'lllWUr('J!eb. 16 ·Feb. 21. Look for pyers on
campus for details I
DELTA SIGMA Pl Communications committee meeting today at 8:30
p.m. in Lumpkin Lounge.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Sara's meeting; membership today at 6:45 p.m.
in the APO office.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS Table Tennis doubles Feb. 23 • Feb. 27
nightly. Entnes accepted Feb. 12 • Feb. 20 at l·M counter in the SAC
from 1 p.m. to 10 p.m.
E.A.R.T.H. meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in the Greenup room. Meet at
Greenup in the Union and we w1'1 find a room.
BAPTIST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES Tuesday night Bible study
today at 6 p.m. in the Shelbyville room of the MLK, Jr Union. All are
welcome!
WESLEY FOUNDATION Adam's study hall today at 7 p.m. in the
Wesley Foundation (across from Lawson). Great place to meet new
friends or get alone and study.
PHI GAMMA NU active meeting today t 6 p.m. in Lumpkin 127.
TRIO-STUDENT S UPPORT SERVICES Financial Aid Workshop
today from 3-4 p.m. in the Greenup room of the Union.
JUNIOR GREEK COUNCIL meeting today at 7 p.m. In Coleman Hall
room 218.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. in the
Newman Chapel. Newman Chapel is located on the comer of 9th and

Lincoln Ave.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY meeting today at 7 p.m. in
)-umgk.inf!7Jf
•r• ,
,,
Qh' .;.. 1 T' ();;>")I TT
1
~----~-----~-----~-----

a.Newswoman
Shriver
27SingSing
star James
Inhabitant
s Provide for, as a 28 Machine part
party
fastener
10 Sacred bird o f
3t Where to p m a
p in
the Ph araohs

any non-orofit campus organjzatiooal event. No partieS or fundraising activi·
subnlltted to The Dal1y
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFOBE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled tor Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday (Thursday ls deadline for Friday.
Saturday or Sunday events.) Chps submitted AFTER DEADLINE WIU NOT
be published. No cllps will be taken by phone. Any Cllp that is illegible or
contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
avaHable space.

lleS and events wlU be printed. All Clips should be

•Defensive wall
IO Wall Street type
S2 Gang's area
1:1 Pierre·s friend
54 Stockings
S5 Armed robber
51 "It's - -you•·

34 " Olympia "
H The · p • of 6p
painter
eo - - 1n a poke
:as S1s's s1b
11 Turn~ nght
1 s Skylit courts
31 Una decade has u Pl.t5. s
11 Fisherman 's
10
a Cowboy Roy's
offering?
better half
J7 More rational
17 "The Twilight
• -slaw
Zone· host
• Docs
DOWN
1t Uly Pons
40 Elllngton and
specialty
1 Chocolate
Wellington
substitute
20 Small bill
41 Parts o f apples
1 · -atlastl "
11 Dec. holiday
a Venomous
I Cousin of
a New Haven Line snake
42-Acrosa
stop
44Swab
14 Tough-guy
actor Ray

'

Under ClassJt1catioo of· ...,.. _ _ _ __
ExpiraliOn code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Person accepting ad _ __ _ _ _Compositor _ __ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ __ Amount due:$ _ __ __
Payment:

-~--~~--~·2/17

_________2120

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY tor

1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SU. 98. 1 BR fumished Apt.
PARKPLACE APTS . Call 348·
6318.

t "Chapter Two·

Classified Ad Form

~---~-----'514

DO YOU NEED A DEE JAY? Call
the
Best!
City
Sound
Entertainment 345-4787.

- - -- - 514
TED 'S Is now booking FUNC·
TIONS for the most space and
the cheapest overall prices. Great
Specials, and DJ Included. Call
Howard a t 345·9732m Courtney
at 581 ·821 O or Heath at 345·
4496 for more info, and bookings.

--~--~~---~~6

SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOING!!! Panama City beach·
front hotels from $99! 7 nights
beachfront, Daily Drink Parties, &
Free cover at best barsl
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234·
7007. www.endlesssummer·
tours.com.

~---~--~~2127

bedroom furnished apt. 345·
2231.
.O
,,...,..,
N-=E-:B:-::E""'D,...R,....0:-0:-M
,.,-A,...,P,...A"'""R"'T_M__,ENT
FOR RENT across from
Pemberton
Hall.
348-0006.
____
__
__ _,2/19

_ _ _ __ __ _ _.2120

#1 SPRING BREAK' .. DON 'T
GET BURNED ... SunSplash
tours!! THE RELIABLE SPRING
BREAK CO. 12 years Exp.
Hottest destlnationsll LOWEST
PRICES! FREE Trips. Parties·
Onnks!!!I! SunSplash 1·800·426n10 www.sunsptashtours.com.

M6Nf-G riow-teaeklg: F• '98 2 f t ••JS

5/4

Lost & Found

_ _ _ __ _ __ _,2/20

-~-------2122·
TELEPORT
GOLD EXTERNAL
FAX MODEM -+ SOFTWARE for
Macintosh computers . $40 581·
6569.

Q Cash

0

Q Credit

Check

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _.S tudent

0

Yes 0 No

Dates to run - -- - - - - - -- - - - -

Ad to read:

Ar&lift

MScolda

•Backpacker

4Refuaals
I Blzel heroine

•Hammoild

.......
~

'I.Hlll-of.FMW
Stanley
Gardner
Heldenleben"
IOTroubles
I High-quality
:11 Aladdin 's
writing medium
treasure
10 Slanted type
II "The King--·
a:a Ouickly
11 Maine resort
:14 Manufacturer
11Hipbones
James Bond.
1:1 Baseball feature
e.g.
ti Laud
•Nightclub of
nonce, once
song
21Tops
40 Place for a
21 Flowing tresses
finger?
n Porch chair
41 Where Prince
Philip was born
c raftsman
•

• Strauas's · '-

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each consec·
utive day thereafter. Student$ with valid ID 15 cents pt11 wu1u lir:;I
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid tn advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or 1n bad taste.

n

a MTV tar.
44 Promissory
note in a casino
• Designer Emilio
47 Argentine
expanse
41 Cybermessages
• Bit of color

IO 55-Across,

maybe

It 1948 Hitchcock
t hriller
u cans
M Sn Lanka export
17 Expand
unnecessarily

r-------------------------------------------,
:I t pays t o adv~. ~ ti~e in t he D aily Easter n News:
.

L-·- - - - - - - - - - _ .... - - ·- - - _,__ - - -·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ~. - - - - ... - - - -

- ...~·

~·
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Scoreboard
Men's
College Basketball

Men's
College Basketball

Women's
College Basketball

Women's
College Basketball

Ohio Valley Conference

Men's Associated Presa
Top25

Women'• Aaaocleted P resa
l-ATop 25

Free Throw leaders

College Wrestling

College Wrestling

134 pounds

Con!.
M urray State
Eeat9m llllnola
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Southeast M 1SSOUr1
Tennessee State
Eastem K entucky
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tec:h
Morehead State

Ovenlll

14-2
1M
11-5
10-6

24·3
16-9
17-7
15-9
13-12
10-14
8-16
7·18
8-19
3-21

9-8
7.9
6-10
5-11
4-1 2
2·14

Scoring leaders
PP9

gemM points
Ma~. Murray

K8y9, EIU
Johnlon. SEMO
OeMdlael. UTM
Teec:h, MTSU
Willarna, EKU

27

588

21.7

25

529

21 .2

25
24

373
357

23
23

322

14 .9
149
14.0
13.8

318

Rebound leaders
rebounds

DeMJchael. VTM
Franco. TIU

9.7
91
8.3
7.7
7.3
6.3

248
192
207
175
152

TMC:tl. MTSU
$pencer, Murray
Johneon. TSU
Crenshaw, APSU

Block leaders
blocka
47
52

DeMld!eel.~

FIWICO,TI\J

Ctlnehaw. APSU
Spencer, Murrey
Cellender, MTSU
AAins. llV

bpg
198
1.93
l 88

45

1.33
125

36
30
29

1.12

....

Aulat leaders
TOWIWMICI. Murray
OweM. ElU

Doclca. Morei-d
Duncen, MTSU
Conon, SEMO
Cames,EKU

9P9
S.33

144
111
106
102
97
81

N01111~

2.

OU.. (23-2)
Arizona (22·3)

3
4
5.

8
7.

8
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13
14
15.
18
17.
18.
19
20.
21 .
22

4.44
4.42
4.25

4.04
3.86

24
25

Johneon. SEMO
MaY91 Muney
TOWIWMICI. 1o1...
Cecl, EKU

67
127

Kaye, EIU

1n
110

Crumby. UTM

112

118

ftm

59
98
86
74
131
81

(26-1)

1
2
3
4

~(27-3)
Pu~(22-4)

8

Ulah (21·2)
Connecllc<JI (22-4)

5
6
7
10
14
11
9
15
13
18
12
19

Kentuci<y (22-4)
Pnnceton (2°'1)
Stanlofd (21 ·3)
New Mexlco (19-3)
UCLA (1&-5)
South Carolina ( 19-4)
Mlc:Ngan State (18-5)
MIUINlppl (17·5)
Arl<anau (2o.5)
CtnClllNll1 (1&-5)
~(1&-5)

TexaaChn.ttan (22-4)
WMt Vtrg111111 (2o.5)
s v r - 11&-5>
Mic:hgen ( 18-7)
llllnols ( 18-8)
Gtotge Watl*lgton (2o.5)
Maryland (18-8)

20
22
16

23
21
NR
17
24

Women's
College Basketball
Ohio Valley Conference
Conf. ov.ran
Eastam Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
M iddle Tennessee

14-2
12-3
11·5
10-6

Eastern llllnoll

H

Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Southeast M tssour1
M urray State
M orehead S tate

6-9
6-10
5-12
4-12
3- 13

18-5
18-6
14-10
13-10
11-13
12·10
11-13
8-17
5- 19
7-1 7

Scoring leaders

Free Throw leaders

n.

PnMous

TNm

1,

23

l'J>9

233

Ranking

pc1.

0.881
0.772
0.788
0.755
0.7.0

0.738

Seng. TI\J
Robena, EKU
GnoY-.ElU
Moof9, TSU
Aldrich, ElU
Ftelda, UTM

0 - point PP9
23
23
24
23
24
22

397
352

383
338
348
319

17.3
15.3
15. 1
147
14.S
14.5

Ranking
1,
2.
3
4.
5

8

7.

8
9
10.
t1.
12.
13.
14
15.
18.
17.
18
19
20.
21.
22.

23
24

25

Teem/R«:on:I

PJevious
1
2
3
4
6
7
5
9
9
11
13
8
14
15
12
16
24
18
21
20

T-(28-0)
Comecticul (24-2)
Old OorrWlion (21·2)
louialana Tedi (20-3)
Slanfonl ( 15-5)
Texu Tech (18-4)
Nol1h c.tollna (20-5)
Arizona (18-5)
llllnolt ( 18-6)
Nol1h c.tolina St (\9-4)

Duka (11HI)
Florida ( 19-8)
Florida Int (2M)
Vandetbl~

(18-5)

lllrgonla (17-7)
Hawa• (22·1)
Alabama (1 &-7)
em Kentuc:ky (1&-7)
Cletn3on (20-8)
Utah (1&-3)
Wuhlngton ( 18-8)

w...

Robefta,EKU

rebounds

Koester, SEMO
CtiulaJn,MTSU
Aldrlch, EIU
Buc:ll. MTSU
Sullren. APSU
Wana, Murray
Bohannan, UTM

Ranking

8.5
8.4

s........ Moreheed
Mdchel. Morehead
Robena.EKU
l.Mka,EIU
.ion.. TSU

0.7fi1
G.742

1.
2.
3
4.
5

Oklahoma Stale
Iowa
Ptnn State
Monneaota
AnzonaStale

6

Oklahoma

7.

lowaSlata
WMIVtrginla
Pu~

Nebruka
Michigan State
lllonoo$
Michigan
Ptttsborgh
Pennsylvania
Loci< Haven
Oregon
Lehigh
Edinboro
Alder

20

7.2
7.0
6.8
6.4

Marl< lrontlde, Iowa
Jeremy Enwcl. Oregon
0 - r Woode, Oregon State
Sooll Schatznwt. Noflhwestem

Jell Buchet, Ohio Stale
Bt9d c.t>oyer, Neb<uka
8ifl Walizer. Pem SW.
Troy Man.~

Teague Moore. Okla. St.
O.Yld Morg8n, Mlc:bgan St
Shane Valdez. Oklahoma
John Caivalhei111, Rider

0.87

5
8.

0.82
0.70

7.
8.

Jer8my Hunter, Penn. St.
Cody Sanderson, Iowa $1.
Tim Demian, Purdue
CMs Viola, Michigan

9P9

129

135
122
104
103

90

5.86
563
508
4.52
4.29
3.91

2.
3
4
5
6

126pound1

Dene Valda.?. Oklahoma
PatConnet'a.~

7.

BtWldOn .._, Mdligan

8

Rob Leper, p~

e.

1
2.
3.

"'"'1< Bcdo, "-vii

s- _ _ _

-car..
___
- ------~

.-,,.~N-

_.,.., 275pounda
-

Slay.

..........
•5. IM
ClotMn. UlwOh
---~
8
WOIHond,k>MI
7
8.

..._ Apodot, VMI

Miii! Omdolil. ~ State

National
Basketball
Association

ChedKr91l~

3.

Bil i.-.r.. MichigBn
MM Muon. w... Vrgna

'5
6
7
8

Eeatem

Erle s.t.1, llnoil

-,_ - --

RocNy .m.. OkWlome
Kuey Gilia. Iowa
Drew Partano. NOl1h 881em
Jwnmy Mu, Oklahoma Slate

Pct

Temoer Terry, Nebrul<a
Hardell Moon1, Oklahoma State

4
5

Mall Suter, Arizona State

8.
1.
2.

3

QovNnd

28-23
25-25
23-27
11..0

R-

N4w.loney

-

"-YOl1<
Wutqlon
O<l>ndo

Eric Douglu. P\A'm.e

.5

sn

8.5
75
85

.500
480

11.5
13

-216

26

Pct
.607
588
571
.519
471

oa

3

•
8.5

9
10
111.5

051

.313

Western Conference

Son- --

M idwest OIVision

Glenn Pntzlall, Pem swe
Wea Greenfield Central Miohigen

Sooll Chapman. Stanford
Chad Uott, Rider

IMh

34-15

34-18

M.HouolOll

va,...,,.,

28-21
25-25
14-37

O.IU

10-01

Don-.

Midi Clari<, ONo State
John Van Coren, Lehigh
Aaron &rnpeon, Aracna Stale

Jtm S11119tt. Edl1boro
5. John W'/ll'ttof# Pttl9burgh
8. Jeo;oi'I Hemwl, llS'°'5
7• Leo Giel. Alder
8 MM Powel. ltdal'8

15·33

"""""""'*

lhndon Slay. Penn&ylvlw-tl8
Jell Cablrlibone, Mochigarl
Mat1< Smith. Olclahoma State
Cuey Suand, Arizona State

4

33-18
30-21
28-21
27·25
24-27
'3-28

Mllmi

Byion Tucker. Oklahoma
TlYon Abet Btown

G8

.720
.717

Atlanttc Division

Dwi\111 Gartfne<, Ohio

167 pounds

4
5.
8.
7.

39-15
30-20
30-22

Toronto

3

3

Ct1icego

Doctoil

Joe Wdhams. Iowa

2.

1.
2

:1&-1•

..a.-.
MJlw-

158 pounds
1

Conference

Central Division

177 pounds

Erle Gue11'910, Okie SL
Erle Jetton, Wl800llUI
Dwight Hineon. Iowa State
Terry Showaller. Lock HaVW1

•5

190 pounds
IMF""""'-k>MI

RyonTOOonNTm Hoilung. -

150pounds
1.
2.

0.85

,,

,
2
3

7
8

142pounda
1. Juon O.Vldl, ~
2. ~ Schmd, OldL Stale
3. Jell McG~. Iowa
4. 811111 Matier, Pennaytvania
5. Cuey Cunningham, Central
8. MICll.
7. Clont ~. Ptnn. State
8. CMa AyrM. l.ehlgh

Prueason Individual rankings
1.
2
3
4

1.33
1.17
1.04

8

7
8.

118pounda

bpg

7.

6

7.2

Assist leaders
Flelds. UTM

•

0.904
0.823
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Sox finally benefiting from Giant trade Cubs managers know this
T UCSON, Ariz. (AP) - It
once looked like it might take
years for the Chicago White Sox
to li v e down the " fire- s ale"
trade that was made last summer
with the San Francisco Giants.
Although the White Sox
were jus t 3 l / 2 games out of
first place, White Sox chairman
Jerry Rein sd o rf waived the
white flag and opened the door
for the deal that sent proven

pitc hers Wil s on Alvarez,
Roberto Hernandez and Danny
Darwin to the Giants for s ix
minor-leaguers.
Now, though, the deal is
looking better for Chicago.
One player acquired from
San Francis co, right-handed
reliever
Keith Foulke, made it to the
White Sox last season and was
3-0, with a 3.45 ERA and three

saves in 16 appearances.
Another prospect, 20-yearo Id shortstop Mike Caru s o ,
made a big impression in the
Arizona Fall League. He enters
spring training with a legitimate
s hot at becoming Chicago 's
opening day starter.
Two more pitchers acquired
in the trade, Lorenzo Barce lo
and Bob Howry, are both in
c amp and pitching well.

is tile season to produce MESA, Ariz. (AP) _ F.ntering the
final years of their contracts,
Chicago Cubs general manager
Ed Lynch and manager Jim
Riggleman know the time to produce is now.
Entering their fourth season,
they've seen a steady slide since
going 73-71 in 1995. The Cubs
finished 68-94 after a 0- 14 start

last season.
Lynch went out and landed

some skilled free agents, but
Riggleman says the array of talent
won' t alter his approach as manager. "I always feel that urgency," Riggleman said Monday on
the second day of spring training
workouts for pitchers and catchers.
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Fighting Illini newest team added to Top 25 poll
By The Associated

P~

North Carolina, Duke. Arizona and
Kansas held the top four spots in the AP
college basketball poll Monday, continuing
to separate themselves as the possible No.
I seeds for the NCAA tournament.
The Tar Heels (26-1) were again the
runaway No. I choice with 68 first-place
votes and 1,748 points, 108 more tha n
Duke (23-2).
Arizona (22-3) had the other two No. I
votes and 1,605 points. while Kansas (273) had 1,587 points.
This was the seventh poll this season,
including the preseason rankings. where
those four teams held the top four spots in
some order.
Purdue (22-4), which beat Indiana and
Illinois last week. moved up three spots to

fifth and had 1,379 points.
Utah. Connecticut and Kentucky - all of
whom lost one game last week - each
dropped one spot to sixth, seventh and
eighth, while Princeton moved up one
place to ninth.
Stanford, which rebounded from losing
three of four games with road wins over
UCLA and Southern California last week,
moved up four places to round out the Top
Ten, the biggest jump of the week in the
rankings.
New Mexico again led the Second Ten
and was followed by UCLA.
South Carolina. Michigan State,
Mississippi, Arkansas. Cincinnati,
Massachusetts. Texas Christian and West
Virginia.
The last five were Syracuse, Michigan.

Illinois. George Washington and Maryland.
Illinois (18-8), the only newcomer to the
rankings. entered following the loss to
Purdue that snapped a seven-game winning
streak.
The Illini were ranked for seven weeks
last season, including the last five in a row,
reaching as high as No. 15.
Illinois is the sixth Big Ten team to be
ranked this season. a total second only to
the Atlantic Coast Conference's seven.
The ACC teams were North Carolina.
Duke. Maryland, Florida State. Clemson,
Wake Forest and Georgia Tech.
The Big Ten teams were Purdue,
Indiana, Michigan. Michigan State. Illinois
and Iowa.
Three leagues - the Southeastern
Conference. the Atlantic I 0 and the

Western Athletic Conference - have each
had five teams ranked.
Rhode Island (18-6) fell out of the rankings from No. 25 following a split of last
week's games. a win over George
Washington and a loss to Temple.
The Rams had been ranked for six
straight weeks, fell out for one week, then
re-entered last week.
The biggest drop of the week was
George Washington's fall from 17th to No.
24 following losses to Rhode Island and
Dayton.
The Colonials (20-5) had won 15 of 16
before last week's losses.
Arkansas (20-5), which dropped four
spots from a season-high No. 12. also lost
twice last week. dropping road games to
Georgia and Tennessee.

New look Marlins begin spring training
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By The Associated Press
What's le ft of the Florida
Marlins reported to spring training Monday, and it wasn't a
pretty sight.
"You can't insult people's
intelligence and say we have a
chance to be as good as we were
last year." manager Jim
Leyland said."We' re not as
good as we were last year.
Everybody. including my mother. knows that."
Gone were Kevin Brown, Al
Leiter, Tony Saunders, Robb
Nen and Dennis Cook, threefifths of the starting rotation and
the top two relievers in the
bullpen. Missing was Alex
Fernandez, probably out for the
season following shoulder
surgery. It will be a pared-down
M arlins team that goes to the
White House on Wednesday to

Akers said conference will be
the best opportunity for both to
obtain that speed.
..They went 1-2 at conference
last year in the 55," he said .
"The track there should really
help Chris since it is an oversized 200-meter course with a
wide tum."
Mabry and Watson will have
their hands full with Middle's
sprinter Christian Nsiah in both
the 55 and 200 along with
Tennessee State's Erik Lindsay
in the 55.
"It could be a good four-way
race in the 55, but Cam and
Chris have already beaten Nsiah
at Indiana," Akers said.
On the women's side Candy
Phillips is close to capturing a
provisional qualification in the
high j ump.
Phillips needs to clear 5 feet

be honored at a reception.
"I don't know who's going;
I'm just glad I'm going." catcher Charles Johnson said after the
first workout at Melbourne, Fla.
"It's going to be a thrill."
Leiter sounded a little angry
as he reported to the New York
Mets' training camp in Port St.
Lucie. Fla.
"Any time you win. you
would like to think you could
come back and defend the
crown," he said.
"It was a great nucleus, a
great team. I signed a three-year
contract there to stay and play
for the Marlins. When the exodus started I realized maybe it's
not the best thing to stick
around since they were trying to
get rid of everybody."
In Fort Myers, Fla., Pedro
Martinez also had to deal with
-

I
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change. After going 17-8 with a
league-best 1.90 ERA and 305'
strikeouts, Martinez was traded
from . Montreal to the Boston
Red Sox. who signed him to a
record $75 million. six-year
contract.
" I on ly know one way to
pitch." he said, "and until
somebody teaches me something different, I'm going to
have to do it the way I know. I
have the same killer attitude and
it's going lo be the same one
you're going to see even if I'm
playing for free.
That's the way I grew up in
the Dominican."
Mike Piazza, angry the Los
Angeles Dodgers didn't give
him a multiyear contract extension, said in Vero Beach, Fla ..
he won't negotiate until after
filing for free agency this fall.

GO OUT?
Feb.19,20,21,24,25,26
at8pm
Feb. 22 at 2 pm

on the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Adult- $8
Students - $3.SO
Senior, faculty, staff- $6

Buy Season Tickets
& Save!

[2.1q 42) 6:S> 9:00
Good WI Hlllllng R
(1~4:.() 7:'ZJ 10:00
Giiii Elpedil• R
(1:-tif 4:3> 7:109:.()
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YOUR
LANDLORD'S
BEGINNING TO

SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT

YOU NEED TO DO,

ONE AD IN THE

DAILY WTERN NEWS

Doudna Fine Arts Center
"Madame Tinubu"
(The Terror in Lagos)
by Akinwumi Isola
adapted and directed by Adeniyi Coker, Jr.
8 p.m. February 19,20,21,24,25,26
2 p.m. February 22
on the Mainstage

CLASSIFIEDS

or call 581-3110 between
1-5 pm beginnbzg
Mon. Feb. 16

WILL MAKE MONEY

"Three Women Embracing"

FOR YOU!

written by EIU Alumnus Robert Caisley
directed by C.P. Blanchette
8 p.m. March 26,2 7,28
8 p.m. April 2,3,4
2 p.m. March 29
in the Studio

CALL 581-2812

We got wlngsl
Hot wings only 25(each

t~
y~

EVERY TUESDAY!

selYed with ranch dressln1
(repluly, bullet of six for '3.00)

KITCHEN IS ·o PENI
mond&y-tluusclay 7pm-l lpm • frlday........uy Spm-1 lpm

12:-til 52) 7:.() 1o.m

..... PG13
_!!_:00) 4:10 7:009:S> DIGITAL

The University Theatre
1111 Sprin1 Season of Plays

Tickets on sale nou•at
n.watre Bax Office

Shows & Tm.. etrlctlve 2112-tl
111SUnmm1n (brlcUbJ
Tbnlc PG13
[12.1X)J 4:008:10 DIGITAL
WlglheDog R
~ 5.'007:S>10:15
._lralhers _ PG13
(2:1514:Sl 73> 10:10
The Wedding Singer PG13

it both times.
Women's coach John Craft
said Phillips is close and may
clear it as soon as Saturday at
Purdue.
"We are going to work on
projection kind of stuff at 5 feet
11 inches and 5 feet 10 inches."
he said.
"Purdue has some good high
jumpers that may push her and
when she gets to the meet she
will just have to adjust to it."

MONEY'S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

THI nRROR IN LAGOS

Tom Akers

9 .25 inches to
earn the pr,o visional bid.
Phi 1 1 i p s
attempted the
provisional
height twice at
Southern
Illinois over
the weekend almost clearing

"Recognizing & Respecting Diversity"
Recognizing and respecting diversity can be a valuable
resource for success.
Differences can be "fearful" if you don't understand.
Come and experience the difference.
Shanelle Henry, Residence Director
ay, February 18, 1998 7pm
on/Mattoon, MLK Union
ed by the Counselihg Center

NewrPlaywrights Series .

't'rt

Youth Theatre

"Hansel & Gretel"
adapted and directed by Jerry Eisenhour
7 p.m. April 23.24.24
2 p.m. April 26
on the Mainstage
Subscribe Now and Save!
Adult $17
Senior Citizen $11
Faculty/Staff $11
EIU Student $7
Tickets on sale beginning Monday, February 16
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Housing office giving prizes away on Saturday
By MATI WILSON
Associate sports editor
Them will be an extra mcenuve to go
to Lantz Gymnasium on Saturday to see
both the men's and women's basketball
games against Southeast Missouri.
During both games. the University
Housing and Dining Sen ices will sponsor Housing Night and "ill gi\'e away
O\'er S 1.500 in prizes to on-campus student-..
"This is just a \\ay LO show our appreciation to the students and to have some
fun," said Chad Franks, coordinator for
the event.

WEEK

Panther head coach Rick Samuels said
he hopes the prizes being given away
will help out attendance.
"l hope thbi will have a positive
effect."' he said. "1 hope people will be a
part of the action a-; a result of this.'"
Franks ah.o said he hopes the giveaway will have a positive effect on attendance.
"I hope we are able to support the
home team as much as we can," he said.
"I heard a lot of people showed up to the
game last week, and I hope that carries
over to this week."
The prizes that will be given away at
both contests will include a telephone.

television set, CDs. an upgrade from a
double to a single room and a certificate
good for two free concert tickets of the
winner's choice.
In addition to the prizes being given
away, there will also be a resident hall
spirit contest. The winning hall will
receive prizes from Eastern. Charleston
and Mattoon businesses.
"We want to get people more involved
and come to cheer on the Panthers,"
Franks said. "We don't only want people
to show up to the game, we also want
them lo gel into the game and show support for the Panthers.''
Franks said a person living off-campus
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practices will not be longer.
"They will not be long. but
they \\ill be hard so we can keep
up the intensity."' he said ...We
have a few players that have to
get their conditioning level up.
We will not have an extended
practice just because we have the
time."
Robinson sail:! he expects
practices to be pretty basic this
week.
"We "ill probabl) shoot for
an hour to try to get our legs
back, .. he sai.d. ··we "'ill al so
work on defending the SEMO
offense and work on bov. to
work our offense better."
Samuels said practices this

can

'

' I hope we
adjust to
it (the week off) and it
doesn't leave us lethargic. We
need this week off to take
away some of the mental
stress. From a coaching stand
point we need it to review the
basics of basketball."
-Rick Samuels,
Panther basketball coach
week will deal with reviewing
basic basketball skills and trying
to fine tune. He said there would
be as much shooting as anything

to try to get a good rhythm back.
Robinson said he will be one
of those players who v. ill be
working on his conditioning this
week.
'Tm going to work on my
conditioning. because you can't
get our of shape."' he said. 'Tm
going to go to the rec and work
on the Step Master and lift
weights I will also work on my
shooting:·
Samuels said he hopes the
players learn a couple of ideas
from this week off.
"T hope they come back with a
good focus on the system," he
said. "I also hope they get energy
into the post season."

will not be able to win any prizes, but
they could still come away with some
money.
"The off-campus students are ineligible to win priles, but the athletic department does have a $10,000 shot which
anybody is eligible to win," he said.
During the first full time ouc of the
second half of the men's game, one luck)
student will have a chance to make a shot
worth Sl0.000. The shot will be attempled from three-quarters court.
For on-campus students to be eligible
to win prizes. they must bring their
school IDs. room key and be a current
on-campus Eastern student.

Seikaly traded to Utah
SALT LA KE CITY (AP) The Utah Jazz acquired center
Rony Seikaly from Orlando on
Monday. sending reserves Chris
Morris and Greg Foster and their
1998 first-round draft pick to the
Magic.
Foster and Morris left the
court moments before Utah
tipped off against Charlotte. with
Foster telling reporters about the
trade.
The Jazz announced the deal
with about two minutes left in
the second quarter.
In Atlanta. Seikaly was held
out of the lineup as the Magic
beat the Hawks 85-81.
Seikaly, 32, was averaging 15
points and 7.6 rebounds. The

6-foot-l l center gives the Jazz a
formidable front-line player to
join Karl Malone. He had been
the ~ubject of trade rumors
recently. with Philadelphia. New
Jersey. Boston and Ne\\ York
among the teams expressing
interest.
"I didn't know anything about
it.'" Orlando's .Mark Price said.
"'lt"s always tough to comment
on a trnde. Rony always has been
a friend of mine and I wish him
the best.'"
Foster wa~ averaging 5.6
points and 2.9 rebounds and had
started 18 games.
Morris a\craged 2.5 points
and 1.7 rebounds in only 26
games.

Rodman misses second straight practice Sprewell hearing ends
CHICAGO (AP) _ Dennis play Tuesday night against the
Rodman was a no-shO\\ for a Indiana Pacers. a showdown for
~econd
straight
practice the best record m lhe East.
Monday. the third time in less
"That depends on how Dennis
than a month the renegade responds," Jackson said.
1:a:!:nmz11h 1 h •s wks\:~1'2".lm~~~·.Otfmrrn:rrct"en~spnttin~ a
with the Chicago Bulls.
leopard-spot hairdo to go with
The indiscretions have led to his various body piercings and
a spot on the bench for the start tattoos. missed a Sunday mornof Sunday's game and a fine.
ing shootaround and then didn't
"\\e·re not going to wrestle start as the Bull~ beat the
and tussle with this because it's
Detroit Pistons 99-90 later that
not something major. It"s not afternoon.
Rodman told Jackson he lost
an) thing that's causing us to
lose." Bulls coach Phil Jackson the keys to his pickup truck and
said Monday at the team's sub- didn't have a way to get to
urban Deerfield practice com- Sunday's practice.
plex.
Jackson sent Rodman home
"It's not something that is before a game in New Jersey on
going to cause disruption. What Jan. 23 when the six-lime
"'e want is a team that goes into rebounding champion missed
the playoffs in full health, and the morning shootaround after
we can still accomplish that."
being out late the night before.
Jackson said Rodman was
Jackson said he didn't kno\\
healthy, but the coach wouldn't if Rodman's absence Monda)
reveal his latest excuse for miss- was related to Sunday's inciing practice.
dent.
When Rodman didn' t show
Rodman played JUSl 21 minMonday, the Bulls called and utes against the Pistons. going
found him at home. Rodman's scoreless with eight rebounds.
He had been averaging 15.2
reasoning for heing AWOL was
not sufficient and he will be rebounds a game in 35 minutes.
"I always say if you"re not
fined an undisc.losed amount.
Jackson said.
going to play, no sense me comThe coach said he had not ing to the game," Rodman said
decided whether Rodman would as left the United Ccnteron

-8 miles east
of Charleston
-1st tavern- Right
hand side

349-8215

Sunday.
Rodman has been mostly on
his best behavior this season
with an incencive-laden contract
heavy on number of games
pln)ed.
Last season he was suspended
14 games. 11 for kicking a
courtside cameraman.
Jackson said Rodman's latest
troubles would not disrupt the
Bulls, who have had a turmoilfilled season that may be their
last together.
Earlier. Scottie Pippen said
he wanted to be traded and
would never play for the Bulls
again. He's since softened his
stance. but last week said he
didn't expect to be back in
Chicago.
There has also been a clamor
over whether Jackson and
Michael Jordan will be back
next ~eason.
During Rodman's more than
two years with the Bulls.
Jackson has often treated him
like a wayward son.
"I'm disappointed in Dennis,
but I'm not angry," Jackson said
Monday.
"Dennis. from the standpoint
of where he's come from and
how far he's gone in his life. has
had a lot of pressures.

with hours of arguments
'lEW YORK (AP) _ Latrell
Sprev.elrs arbitration hearing
concluded Monday with 7112
hours of closing arguments.
most of which focused on he
player's grievance again~t the
1'lBA for suspending him for
one year.
Arbitrator John Feerick can
issue his decision at any time
within the next 30 days.
Sprewell is hoping to be readmitted to the NBA immediately.
"On behalf on the players
association and our 400 players.
1 think everyone is pleased that
the bearing is behind us and that
Latrell has finally had an opportunity to a fair hearing before a
neutral arbitrator." union direccor Billy Hunter said.
"We look forward to receiving a decision and to Latrell
resummg his career as soon as
possible."
Union attorney Jeffrey
Kessler spent almost three hours
making his closing argument at
the Manhattan law firm of
Skadden. Arps. SIJ!e, Meagher
& Flom.
Attorney Frank Rothman.
representing the !\,BA. took

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Ashmore, IL

.

HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE. AND MESSAGE
The Dally E.astem News

Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!

abouc two hours to state his
ca!\e.
Atlorn
R hert Sh-ieMehut
of the Golden State Warriors
finished in about 20 minutes.
The union and the league
then ga\'c rebuttal arguments for
about 45 minutes apiece before
the hearing adjourned.
Sprewell was in attendance,
as he has been for all nine da)
of the hearing. and more than a
dozen attorneys were there.
"We remain hopeful," said
his agent. Am Tellem.
Feerick has given no indication of how long he will take to
issue a ruling.
Before the hearing began. he
turned down a motion for an
expedited decision.
A total of 21 witnesses testified over four days in Portland,
Ore., during the final week of
January and four more days in
New York during the first week
of February.
The transcript from the hearing runs almost 3,000 pages.
Given the time Feerick will
need to review the it, no decision is expected for at least
few days.

SONG WRITERS & .,
LYRICISTS WANTED~

"SONG
CONNECTION"
The best way to
your next hit.
1-800-7 89-SONG
818-348-0494
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Lady Panthers race past Murray State 58-49
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

IKUYA KURATA/Photo edttor
Panther sophomore center Leah Aldrich shoots over a Murray State
defender in the Lady Panthers 58-49 victory over the Lady Racers
Monday night.

The Panther women's basketball team clawed its way back
over .500 with a 58-49 win over
the Lady Racers of Murray State.
Sophomore forward Kate
Atkinson scored a career-high 16
points matching a 16-point effort
by sophomore center Leah
Aldrich to move Eastern back
above .500 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
The win raises the Panthers'
record to 9-8 in the OVC. The
Lady Racers fall to 4-12.
Atkinson said -;he had a bad
feeling going into the game, but
she was able to overcome it.
"In pre-games it just seemed
like things were going to go
wrong," she said. "I just had to
put that out of my mind.
"l can't even tell you what
happened during the game. I just
didn't think. When I just let the
game come to me. I do belier
than when I worry about when I
missed a shot."
Atkinson hit on 4-of-8 shots in
the game, 3-of-5 from behind the
arc.
She said the win was more
important than setting a new
career high.
"l want to do well for the
seniors," Atkinson said. "They

deserve to have a good season
this year. The way things were
going a couple games ago it
looked kind of shaky. Now. we
have a chance to do a lot of
things. I want to be a part of making this a season to remember."
Aldrich scored her 16 points
off of 6-for-14 shooting from the
floor and 4-of-6 from the line.
Aldrich said the win meant a
lot to the team.
"It feels good, especially to
end the regular season with
wins." she said. "On Saturday.
hopefully. that will be another

win:·
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Coel.

Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Morehead State

<>-WI

14-2
12-3
11-5
10-6
9-8
6-9
6-10
5-12
4-12
3-13

18-5
18-6
14-10
13-10
11-13
12-10
11-13
8-17
5-19
7-17

Monday's results

The Panthers. as a team.
scored 39 points in the second
half. including l 2-of-16 from the
free throw line.
Eastern head coacli John Klein
said he requires his team to shoot
50 free throws on game days
when the team is home.
"We don't have a shoot around
on a school day, but we require
our kids to come in on their
own," he said.
Both teams overcame a slow
first half that ended in a 19-19 tie.
Klein said the sluggish first
half made defense pivotal in the
game. He said the Panthers came
up big defensively.
"Defense has been the real
tempo setter the last two games,"
he said. "We basically won

f:ai.ttm Dllnols 58 \lurra' Stale 49
Au,un Pea) 80 \foldk Tc~DC-.....:e 6~
knne'-<ee-Man111 79 SEMO 64
Tcnn~s.<ee Tech Tcnnes.= State late

because of e ense and because
we were able to make some plays
offensively to trigger a lead."
"We executed offensively fine
in both games ( Saturday and
Monday)," he said. "In the first
half we were 6-for-34. That's not
going to win any 1eddy bears at
the carnival."
Adding injury to the insult of
its 4-12 season. Murray State lost
its leading scorer. junior guard
Bobbi Coltharp, late in the game
to an injury. Coltharp's condition
was not known. but she left the
floor on crutches.

Men's team has week to think about Indians game
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
The Panther basketball team will no
longer have to play an NBA-like schedule.
After three weeks of having two or three
games a week, Eastern has its first week
off since the week of Jan. 17-Jan. 24. After
a Saturday victory over Tennessee-Martin.
the Panthers have seven days to prepare for
Saturd ay's game against Southeast
Missouri.
"I hope we can adjust to it (the week
off) and it doesn't leave us lethargic,"
Panther head coach Rick Samuels said.
"We need this week off to take away some
of the mental stress. From a coaching stand
point we need it to review the basics of

• Housing Office to give away more
than $1,500 worth of prizes at
men's and women's game.
STORY page 11
basketball."
Panther senior forward Conya Robinson
said this week off should positively affect
the players.
"This week off will help players
because we're a little banged up and tired,"
he said. "It will give us some energy. and
we should be ready to play and wanting to
play on Saturday against Southeast

Missouri."
With the exception of Eastern and
Southeast Missouri, all of the other teams
in the Ohio Valley Conference have a
game on Thursday night.
Robinson said the games on Thursday
wiU not have a huge affect on Eastern and
the OVC Tournament. If Eastern was to
win on Saturday, it would play either
Eastern Kentucky or Tennessee State.
"It doesn't really matter," he said.
"Tennessee State and Eastern Kentucky
will both be tough games so it doesn't really matter. I would rather play Eastern
Kentucky because they say it's hard to beat
a team three times in a row, and EKU beat
us artheir place.
"Plus TSU is one of those teams that if

they get hot, it could be a long game:·
Tennessee State plays at TennesseeMartin on Thursday. while Eastern
Kentucky plays at third-place Middle
Tennessee.
Since the games on Thursday night
don't mean' much to Eastern. the only thing
it has to worry about is Southeast Missouri
on Saturday.
Samuels said the week off should help
the Panther players.
"I hope it works to our advantage;
we've gone through a tough stretch so we
have to recover and get refreshed before
the post-season tournament," he said.
Samuels said just because the team has
some extra time to practice this week,
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Some Eastern runners have already made nationals
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
An F.astem long jumper completes a leap during the EIU Mega Meet on Jan. 24. The

Panthers have two weeks before the Ohio Valley Conference meet on Feb. 28-29.

The indoor track season can be
summed up into two meets less than u
month av. ay. The Ohio Valley
Conference meet at Middle Tennessee on
Feb. :!7-28 and nationah at the RCA
Dome in Indianapolis. Ind. on March 14.
Already Eastern has two athletes qualified for provisional spo1s in the 55 and
400-meter dashes.
Each event only allows the 16 fastest
participants to enter each race.
Panther junior sprinter Cameron
Mabry has ninth fastest time at 6.21 seconds in the 55. and Chad White is 10th
in the 400.
Men's coach Tom Akers said both
runners have the opportunity to improve
on their times following a week of
lighter workout heading into the OVC
meet.
··over the next two weeks they will be
able to get their legs underneath them,"
he said. "They are a little flat physically
and mentally from competing in a long

season. but we are bac king off on the
10tensity which should sharpen them up."
Akers said he still hasn ' t decided if
Mabry and White will compete over the
weekend but said they will be preparing
for conference and the week after for
Iowa State.
" The track at Middle Tennessee and
Iowa State arc fast. and wi1h them having to condition this week it will gi,·e
them time 10 rest physically and mentally,'' he said.
Akers also poinced to sprinters Chris
Watson and Todd Moroney as out,idc
shots to make 1hc trip to Indy.
Watson currently is recovering from a
tweaked hamstring, an injury that he suffered in Michigan.
"He (Watson) is doing better and he is
on a limited workout but he will be up
and running. and Todd, given the right
conditions, will be right up there," Akers
sai,d.
For Watson and Mabry to earn automatic bids in the 55, they will have to
finish faster than 6.18 seconds.
See TRACK page JO

